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ABSTRACT. The purpose of the study is to examine the impact of total compensation on pay satisfaction of employees in Telenor Pakistan. Data was collected through questionnaire and interview. It is revealed that fixed pay components such as merit increments are prominent unlike seniority bonuses in Telenor because of the fact that the company has a flexible pay structure of broadband. Broadband offer flexibility and easy salary progression as employees is not promoted to another grade but moved within band (in-grade promotion). Among the variable pay dimensions, goal based pay, accurate information use related to salary decisions, employee rights concern and information sharing regarding employee related decisions are much satisfactory at Telenor compared to other components of variable pay. In case of benefits, employees were highly satisfied with allowances, welfare programs and consider it reason for their motivation and stay in Telenor. Overall, equity in Telenor is nearly in balance and pay satisfaction over various components of total compensation has an nutshell positive effect in creating strong sense of belonging of employee with their organization.
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1. Introduction. A safety Monetary incentives have an important function of a mediator for motivation and have a considerable role in enhancing the overall performance of employees. Compensation systems affect both the compensation policies of an organization and the behavior of employees [1]. Pay satisfaction is becoming an important issue during the past years because of the leveling and decreases in salaries, wages, adjustments and incentive pay [2, 3, 4]. When employees are more satisfied with pay and understand how it is determined, they are less likely to question it. Job satisfaction is perceived to be linked directly to pay satisfaction in every field [5] that lead towards the organizational effectiveness. Workers with high level of job satisfaction are more likely to be creative, innovative, flexible and loyal and it further results in a workforce that is motivated and committed to higher quality of performance. On the other hand, evidence suggests that dissatisfaction leads to negative effect in behavior such as detachment from work, turnover and increasing intentions to leave and absence [6]. The effect of job satisfaction on the organizational performance and effectiveness makes the exploration of job satisfaction very important. Considering the present economic crisis, it is difficult for organizations to attract, retain and motivate talent by offering competitive salaries, hence it is important to consider other determinants of pay satisfaction i.e. compensation and benefits. Further, division of satisfaction has been made as intrinsic and extrinsic in literature. Extrinsic satisfaction ensues from rewards and recognition (monetary and non-monetary) as well as career advancement [7, 8]. The focus of the
present study is on extrinsic satisfaction and how it affects employees in a company.

1.1. Problem statement. The current study examines the impact of total compensation on pay satisfaction of employees in Telenor Pakistan (cellular mobile operator).

2. Literature Review

2.1. Compensation. Compensation is very crucial to both, the employees and the employers or organizations [9]. It is one of the major financial expenditure that an organization incurs and plays a significant role in motivating employees as well, which is why significant amount of research has been done on it [10, 11, 12]. According to Deluca [13] and Rajkumar [14] compensation is defined as pay, reward, remuneration or salary and wage management. Compensation can be direct and indirect payments, monetary and non-monetary rewards and cash and non-cash payments. Compensation in monetary form is seen as a measure of justice; therefore, mostly it is seen in the form of financial returns and tangible services and is considered as the major source of financial security by the employees [15]. Compensation structure are grouped into two core elements - fixed pay and variable pay [16].

2.1.1. Fixed Pay. Fixed pay, also called as base pay, has non-discretionary nature and does not change with performance or accomplishment of achievements. It enhances loyalty, steadiness and long term orientation of employees because it provides motivation not based on short-term tagets or revenues [16]. It is evident that sales people compensated through fixed salary showed higher job satisfaction and decreased turnover rate than their counterparts who were remunerated through incentive pay showed dissatisfaction with their pay [17, 18]. Further, seniority can also be used as a predictor to determine the actual pay. It can be argued that age and seniority do lead to increased performance, as an employee seeks experience his or her ability to perform a job increases which would lead to a better organizational outcome. According to Sharma & Bajpai [18], the correlation between pay and seniority depict that organizations are compensating for merit. Seniority bonuses also are the component of fixed salary which is usually given to employees after serving the organization for certain time period (experience). Merit increments are also added in base pay after evaluating the past performance of an employee. These are not earned again as in the incentives case, in which incentives are re-earned because they are given to achieve certain objectives [16].

2.1.2. Variable Pay. Variable pay, also called pay at risk, changes directly with the level of performance or results achieved [16]. Variable compensation is a one-time earning that must be re-established and re-earned each performance period. It can be short-term or long-term [16]. A certain amount of pay, to meet ones needs, is crucial for people. However, beyond that level flexible pay schemes play a significant role in pay satisfaction. Flaherty and Pappas [19] found that employee have lower satisfaction and higher turnover intention with a fixed salary unlike salespeople having higher satisfaction and lower turnover intention when given incentives.

Flexible pay system could be achieved by increasing the variable pay and short or medium term deferred income in the compensation package of the employee. Variable pay distribution is uncertain and it consists of bonuses, incentives, goal-based pay, overtime, gain sharing, etc, where as deferred income are sums that are blocked for a certain period of time before becoming available and it includes employee stock ownership plans, company saving schemes, profit sharing etc. Researchers discovered that flexible pay schemes can result in a positive relationship and increased employee satisfaction [20]. However, flexible pay schemes approaches differ considerably from one organization to another. Based on expectancy motivation theory, a flexible benefits system has a significance in context of expectancy of motivation as flexible benefits provide staff with a freedom to adopt or mould their reward package according to their personal circumstances [21, 22].

2.2. Benefits. Compensation alone cannot direct an employee’s performance to a certain level unless it is accompanied by employee benefits. Benefits are crucial for the organizations because they are used to attract and retain good and talented workers. On the other hand, for employees, benefits carry more importance because they rely on benefits such as medical subsidies, vacations, and retirement etc to secure their financial well-being. Benefits vary with respect to the seniority of the employees in the organization and this makes the workers reluctant to change their jobs [23].
Benefits are made up of three major components. Firstly, benefits consist of the allowances part which are mainly the housing, food and transportation allowances. The second part of benefits consists of employee welfare programs and recreational opportunities concerning tickets for various entertainment events, family assistance, scholarships. Included to it are also flexible work timings (telecommuting, nonpaid time off etc), drug counseling, jury duty, vacations, child and elder care and a fulfilling work environment. Lastly, it includes pension plans, disabled workers allowance, medical insurance, retirement plans, life insurance and savings plan [24]. For high employee satisfaction, managers who provide benefits need to collaborate with employees to identify the personal needs on the basis of which they can provide them with benefits. Theory of ‘Reasoned Action’ claims employee’s belief over the value benefits provide and develops a positive attitude of employees towards these benefits which in turn determines the satisfaction level. This satisfaction then leads to their commitment with the organization which is based primarily on their pay satisfaction [25]. Therefore, benefits create an economic exchange with organizations because employers get better quality work and employees want better benefits in their pay package to be satisfied and are willing to put time and effort for it [24].

2.3. Pay Satisfaction. Pay is considered as episodic payment to an employee due to the employee and employer relationship (employment contract). Pay satisfaction has a narrow scope than job satisfaction but it is the most important factor that can affect organizational outcomes. Dissatisfaction with pay may lead to reduced motivation, low performance of employees and increased absenteeism and turnover. During many years’ observations, it was noticed that monthly pay, that were obtained by employees, were favored in contrast to incentive pay which varied in context [18].

The most common and well-known models which help in determining pay satisfaction is the Equity Theory [26] and Discrepancy Model [27]. These models elucidate employees’ drawing out satisfaction from their compensation plans. Equity theory’s roots lie in the concept of social comparison where an employee comparison of input/output ratio can be done with employees in the same organization as well as other organizations and if the ratio is lesser or smaller than that of another employee, it results in inequity and dissatisfaction and employees are motivated to lessen the inequity. These perceptual comparisons can be done with factors such as pay, time-off, benefits and recognition [26, 24]. The theoretical basis of the discrepancy theory, proposed by Lawler [27] advocates the concept of social comparison, just the same as equity theory. In addition to that, Vroom’s expectancy theory is also utilized to formulate discrepancy theory. According to Vroom [28], employee’s behavior is motivated by pay if it leads to desirable outcomes and the employee gives it a high valence. Discrepancy theory focuses on what an employee expects and the reality and the discrepancy between the two affects the employee’s satisfaction levels. This highly depends upon the personal needs and aims of the employee as well as what he values, his beliefs and expectations from the outcomes of the job. Pay satisfaction depends on the difference between the perceived pay and the amount of pay a person received [17, 29, 1, 18].

Heneman and Schwab [2] have been considered the first amongst researchers to identify the multiple dimensions of pay satisfaction and gestate its constructs including pay level, pay raises, benefits structure and administration. Pay satisfaction differs according to levels of management and departments as the job descriptions also vary from level to level and department to department [30]. Pay satisfaction is affected by a number of variables which as identified by Heneman and Schwab [2]. The performance level increases with pay raises as the effect is direct between the two. The raise in most of the organizations is considered to be a promotion or a step forward in taller hierarchies, showing increase in cumulative pay. However, in many organizations the increase in the pay can be non-cumulative depending upon targets or if the pay structure is commission-based. The pay raises are different at senior, middle and lower level of management. The benefit sets can also be fixed or flexible depending upon the pay package for the employees. Mostly flexible benefits basket is used by the organic organizations and fixed benefits in mechanistic structure. Generally defined benefits at all levels are considered easy to monitor but increases cost, providing all benefits to all employees even when they do not require it. Such benefit plans also fail to provide meaningful benefits to employees as they have varying age, needs, interests and lifestyle. The employees at high and senior level want their pay benefits to be flexible choosing from the basket and generally low level employees have fixed and defined benefits. So pay compensation is dependent on level, raise and benefits which in turn effects the
organizational commitment of employees. These factors act as motivators, increasing positive correlation of high performance and high commitment from bottom to top i.e. for low to senior levels of employees maintaining a high performance organization.

2.4. Theoretical Framework. In the light of above literature, this study is focused on impact of various components of compensation and benefit on pay satisfaction. Theoretical framework for the study is established given in Figure 1.

2.5. Hypothesis
H1: Fixed pay is positively related to pay satisfaction
H2: Variable pay is positively related to pay satisfaction
H3: Benefits are positively related to pay satisfaction

3. Methodology. The study was carried on a sample of 30 employees working at Islamabad headquarter of Telenor company. The simple random techniques was selected. The data was collected through questionnaire and interview. The questionnaire was designed on 5-likert scale (1 = strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = neutral, 4 = agree and 5 = strongly agree).

4. Analysis and Discussion
4.1. Results for Fixed Pay. The question “I am receiving fair salary if considered the experience I have”, shows that employees at Telenor are not compensated on the basis of experience or seniority mostly. 50% of respondents disagree with it shows that there is no such rigid or bureaucratic hierarchy, where employees are remunerated just on the basis of their relationship (time in position) with the organization, rather employees are remunerated according to their contribution towards organization. Pay for performance concept prevails in this organization which indicates a flexible and somewhat flat structure which would be needed in today’s competitive environment. This was also supported by the interviewee that they have broad band structure with six bands and defined pay ranges. This pay structure laid emphasis on employee contribution towards organization rather than just spending time period with organization.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Results for Fixed Pay Dimensions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Responses on Fixed Pay Dimensions</td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Experienced Based Salary</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Seniority Bonuses</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Merit Increment</td>
<td>54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Merit Increment Frequency</td>
<td>47%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Second question regarding whether seniority bonuses are market competitive indicates neutral responses (67%) from the respondents. This means that this factor doesn’t contribute towards pay satisfaction as
confirmed by the interviewee that they don’t consider the seniority bonuses because they receive salary as a whole and also they have pay for performance culture which negate the seniority bonus concept. Pay for performance as explained by the interviewee at Telenor is contributing towards organization either financial or non-financially regardless of the fact that he/she is new or old at organization would get the rewards. Third question regarding merit increments results (54% satisfied over merit increments) also supported this notion.

Last question of fixed pay “Merit increments are given frequently”, shows that approximately 50% of employees receive the merit increments on frequent basis, which has a positive impact on employees motivation and satisfaction. This helps in creating positive line of sight towards performance and reward. If the reimbursements are not frequent this would lead to dissatisfaction among employees revealed from interview.

From the above discussion it is clear that H1 of the study is valid because merit increments are part of fixed pay which contributed towards the pay satisfaction of employees. Rewarding past performance motivates employees to continue his/her performance up to the mark in order to gain these increments on regular basis which in return help the organization to meet its goals efficiently. Seniority bonuses were not catered because of the fact that the company has a flexible pay structure that of broadband (six bands) which mostly competitive companies adopt in order to cope with the changing market demands. Broadband offer flexibility and salary progression becomes easy as employees is not promoted to another grade but moved within band (in-grade promotion). It has importance in contrast to seniority based culture because it empowered employee which results in quick and effective decision making. Through it the major issue of grade drift is also catered.

4.2. Results for Variable Pay. The employees of Telenor headquarter Islamabad acknowledged their satisfaction level on various factors of variable pay. 26% were satisfied with profit sharing policies, 25% with stock options but 28% were not satisfied over stock options, 50% were satisfied with goal based pay and 40% were satisfied with short term incentives. It is noteworthy that 37% were not satisfied with short-term incentives. Moreover, 44% were agreed over the statement that accurate information is used to make decisions about employee’s salary and 37% were agreed that concern is shown for employee’s rights. Employees also agreed to the notion that reasons related to employees are shared (37% agreed).

These results aided with interviewee clearly depicted that employee consider some of variable pay dimensions are much satisfactory at Telenor such as goal based pay, accurate information use related to salary decisions, employee rights concern and information sharing regarding employee related decisions. However, stock options was at least satisfactory level. Majority of employees showed satisfaction over profit sharing policies and short term incentives but the number of dissatisfied employees were considerable. It was revealed in interview that variable pay affect the pay satisfaction of employee positively and it can be increased in case of Telenor if the weak links is given a due consideration. The hypothesis H2 of the study is validated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Responses on Variable Pay Dimensions</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Profit sharing policies</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Stock options</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Goal based pay</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Short-term incentives</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Accurate information used to make employees salary related decisions</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Concern shown for employee’s rights</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Reasons behind employee related decisions are explained</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.3. Results for Benefits. The 53% employee considered allowances as sufficient, 20% disagreed and 26% remained neutral. The disability income protection concept does not exist in the company depicted from response rate of 7% as agreed, 60% neutral and 33% disagreed to disability income exists notion. 70% employees are with the view that welfare programs provided could be increased. Employees are satisfied with Recreational opportunities in Telenor with the rate of 73%. Further, all employees were with the opinion that benefits is important part of salary (100% agreed). These results were supported by similar interview results.

Table 3
Results for Benefit Dimensions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Responses over Benefits Dimensions</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Allowances are sufficient.</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Disability income protection exists in company</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Types of employee welfare programs provided could be increased</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Recreational opportunities are Satisfactory</td>
<td>73%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 All sorts of benefits are important part of my salary</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overall, hypothesis three H3 was also supported with results of interview aided with questionnaire data. Employees were highly satisfied with allowances and considered it important for their stay in Telenor. They acknowledged the welfare programs but showed their desire for its enhancement. They strongly consider benefit as a part of pay in Telenor and the reason of their motivation and satisfaction. Disability income protection concept is not prevailing in the company.

4.4. Results for Employee Satisfaction. First questions “Do you think that the annual salary of your peers when compared to yours is more?” depicts the equity either followed or not. 50% agreed that they are receiving less as compare to their peers. And 33% respondents disagree with it. So employees at Telenor are of the view that they are putting more efforts than their counterparts but receiving less. This result showed that there is a difference between employees’ perceived pay and the actual pay, there could be various reasons for it as explained during an interview from one of Telenor employee that every job has varying pay ranges which might differ with other employee as one employee in Telenor might be at start-up stage while other have more time period and skills so results in getting more pay.

Table 4
Results for Employee Satisfaction Dimensions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Responses on employee satisfaction Dimensions</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Annual salary of your peers when compared to yours is more</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 The salary of that person is more at work with whom you most compare yourself</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Estimated average annual salary of employees in your region who are holding jobs comparable to yours is less</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Satisfaction with Job Content</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Pay Raises</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Salary progression</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Sense of Belonging</td>
<td>73%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Current Salary</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Career Opportunities</td>
<td>76%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Question two asked the employees to compare their salaries with one person performing the same work as was performed by the respondent in the same organization and to state if the salary of that employee was greater. This question was asked in order to get information about the level of internal equity in Telenor. The
employees were asked to compare themselves with an employee in the same organization. The response showed that 44% of the respondents agreed with the statement which means that when they compared themselves with an employee with a job comparable to his, the employee considered the salary of the other employee greater than his salary. Again this is due to the fact as explains during analysis of question one that employees may have same job but different pay because of the reason that one might be at star-up stage and other with higher skills due to time period with the company. While on the other hand 24% respondents disagreed to this statement and 32% stayed neutral which shows that almost more than half of the respondents did not agree with the statement.

Question number three asked about the estimated average annual salary of employees in the respondents region who are holding jobs comparable to theirs is less. The response to this question shows that almost 52% of the respondents disagreed with this statement showing that the employees at Telenor when compare their annual salaries with those of others in the same region in other organizations, they seem to be considering other organizations to be paying the same or may be more for the same kind of jobs. According to literature equity theory states that employees compare their input and the output they get for that input with those of employees in other organizations. Such comparisons may result in an increase in motivation or it may also have a negative effect on the motivation of employees depending upon the nature of the result that comes out of the comparison, that is, if the employees consider their salary greater than the employees in another organization they will be motivated vice versa. Keeping in view the above description from literature and the data collected from the questionnaires filled by employees of Telenor shows that majority of the employees do not consider their estimated annual salaries greater than those of the employees working in other organizations in the same region. As the question does not give the detailed information about whether they considered their salaries on the same level or lesser than the salaries, that employees get in other organizations so it cannot be directly stated that the employees at Telenor are demotivated or not but it can be inferred from the fact that 48% employees either stayed neutral or agreed with this statement that the motivation level of the employees is not negatively affected by this comparison.

In question four, the satisfaction with job content was shown by 100%. The question five about the satisfaction over pay raise was reported highly with 50% agreement followed by six question regarding salary progression satisfaction with 47% rate of agreement. The employee showed 73% sense of belonging with Telenor in question number seven. Satisfaction in question eight and nine over current salary and career opportunities were 53% and 76% respectively.

In short, the interview and questionnaire data confirmed that pay satisfaction is one of the determinants of job satisfaction. This is the reason that it has a major role in determining organizational effectiveness and the data collected showed that in Telenor equity is in balance and pay satisfaction over various components of total compensation has an overall positive role in creating strong sense of belongingness of employee with Telenor.

5. Conclusion. This study revealed the positive impact of various components of compensation and benefits on pay satisfaction of employees in Telenor company. Among the fixed pay dimensions, merit increments on regular basis were prominent towards the pay satisfaction of employees. Seniority bonuses were not catered because of the fact that the company has a flexible pay structure that of broadband (six bands). Broadband offer flexibility and salary progression becomes easy as employees is not promoted to another grade but moved within band (in-grade promotion). It has importance in contrast to seniority based culture because it empowered employee which results in quick and effective decision making. The variable pay dimensions such as goal based pay, accurate information use related to salary decisions, employee rights concern and information sharing regarding employee related decisions are much satisfactory at Telenor. However, stock options was at least satisfactory level. Majority of employees showed satisfaction over profit sharing policies and short term incentives. It was found that variable pay affect the pay satisfaction of employee positively and it can be increased in case of Telenor if the weak links is given a due consideration. In case of benefits of Telenor, employees were highly satisfied with allowances, welfare programs and considered it important for their stay in Telenor. They acknowledged their desire for enhancement in benefits. They strongly consider benefit as a part of pay in Telenor and the reason of their motivation and satisfaction. Disability income protection concept is not prevailing in the company. Overall, equity in Telenor is in balance and pay
satisfaction along various components of total compensation has an overall positive role in creating strong sense of belongingness of employee with their organization.
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